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Abstract: The decision of which servers to dispatch to which customers is an important aspect of service systems (such as in emergency medical services, medical triage, and electric utilities). In this presentation, we propose a mixed integer programming (MIP) model for identifying how to locate and dispatch ambulances through district design. The model maximizes the coverage level, i.e., the fraction of high-priority calls that can be responded to within nine minutes by locating ambulances at stations, assigning each call location to open ambulance stations according to a priority list, and balancing the workload across the ambulances. This district design approach identifies response districts for each ambulance that correspond to its primary and backup coverage regions, and contiguity is enforced for each ambulance’s primary coverage region. A computational example illustrates the modeling paradigm and solution algorithm using a real-world example. The results suggest that the reduction in coverage to maintain contiguity and a balanced workload among the ambulances is small.
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